ROBESPIERRE
It needs it, so it might be put to the test. It needs it, so
it might have the opportunity to demonstrate that it is
worthy of it. It needs it, so it might purge itself of
despotism. It needs it, so it might cast from its bosom
those still in a position to corrupt it."
What is the meaning of this metaphysical declara-
tion? It means that Brissot wished to create a situation
which would give the King an opportunity to betray,
so that a republic might be established. Lest there be
any doubt about this, it should be stated that in the
second speech he delivered in the course of this his-
torical debate, he made himself quite clear by saying:
"We have need of great treason". The unhappy man never
stopped to consider what betrayal on the part of the
court might mean to the country in time of war—the
trap into which it might lead the French armies; the
disaster that might result; the price to be paid in blood
and suffering; not to mention the possible sacrifice of
all the Revolution had thus far accomplished.
It was the i8th of December 1791, and a festive
occasion at the Club. A delegation from England was
going to be officially received, and the hall was decor-
ated with French, English and American flags. There
was much speech-making and more than the ordinary
enthusiasm. A young girl presented the visitors with a
flower-decked ark containing the constitution. Brissot
and Cloots were both present. The latter had had, no
doubt, a hand in staging the ceremony, which was after
that delightful but rash Utopian's own heart. At the
height of the enthusiasm a man stepped forward and
deposited in front of the chairman a Damascus blade,
to be presented to the first general inflicting a defeat
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